
SPYGLASS CLOUD SECURITY ASSESSMENT
Typical timeframe: 6 weeks 

M365 Security Assessment Azure Security Assessment Endpoint Management Workshop

Microsoft 365 is a great first step 
toward modern workforce enablement, 
but compromised data and the leak of 
sensitive information could negatively 
affect business processes. 

Catapult security experts inspect 
your M365 tools and identify security 
features you may not realize you 
already own and should be using—
providing you a new, meaningful view 
of your security landscape. 

Azure affords businesses with a flexibility 
to envision, build and deploy wherever 
they want, using the tools, applications, 
and frameworks that best fit their needs. 
However, some businesses are hesitant 
or unwilling to adopt the cloud due to 
suspected security concerns. 

Our Azure Security Assessment offers 
actionable insight into your cloud security 
posture and how your Azure deployment 
can be made more safe and secure.

The remote worker paradigm demands 
that users be productive anywhere, on 
any device, without compromising IT 
security.

Learn how to leverage intelligent 
security, risk-based controls, zero-
touch provisioning, advanced analytics, 
and deep integration to the Microsoft 
products you already use. 

ASSESSMENTS OR WORKSHOPS CAN BE DONE INDIVIDUALLY TO MEET YOUR NEEDS.
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Spyglass Cloud Security Assessment 
Safeguard your assets with our comprehensive security offering  

Catapult’s Spyglass Cloud Security Assessment is a complete evaluation of your organization’s cloud security posture centered around 
identity, data, devices, applications and access. This assessment includes an appraisal of your Microsoft 365 and Azure environments 
plus endpoint devices, providing a thorough analysis of your entire Microsoft cloud security environment as well as prioritization for 
next steps. Additionally, we include educational technical workshops that demonstrate the art of possible, provide best practices, use-
cases, and deployment tips, and answer your questions. 

How can we help you?
www.catapultsystems.com
1-800-528-6248   info@CatapultSystems.com

2020 MSUS Partner 
Award Winner
Azure – DevOps

FY20 US 
Top Microsoft 365 
Security Partner

What you get:
• Comprehensive review of your current security and data compliance status

• Security findings briefing including immediate insight on risky activities detected within 
your environment

• Enablement of key Microsoft features and tools to help improve your security posture

• Security roadmap on next steps to ensure your environment is kept secure and compliant

Your involvement: 8 – 10 hours

ALSO AVAILABLE AS NEEDED
• App Security Assessment

• Data Security Assessment

• Dynamics Security Assessment

• On-Prem Security Assessment 


